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The symmetric dependences of magneto-impedance on the applied longitudinal dc magnetic field were
measured in an amorphous CoFeSiB microwire. Additional application of a circumferential dc bias magnetic
field was used to achieve the asymmetric magneto-impedance in the microwire. The obtained results are theo-
retically interpreted taking into account the cylindrical core-shell magnetic structure and the helical anisotropy
induced during the microwire preparation. The observed very steep linear magneto-impedance dependences
crossing H = 0 are promising for technical applications of the CoFeSiB microwire as a sensor of low magnetic fields.
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1. Introduction
In soft magnetic metals with transversal easy axis of

magnetization when submitted to an external static mag-
netic field H the magneto-impedance (MI) effect which
consists in the change of the complex impedance Z is ob-
served. The first explanation of MI effect was in terms of
classical skin effect in magnetic conductors with a large
effective permeability and its strong dependence on the
external dc magnetic field H [1]. The quasistatic model
based on the minimization of the free energy of a strip
domain structure was presented [2], which does not take
into account the dynamic effects related to the rapid mag-
netization motion. This model is successful in explaining
the existence of peaks in MI field dependence and the MI
frequency dependence in low frequency range.

2. Theoretical background
In the low frequency range, from 10 kHz to 1 MHz,

the driving alternating current Iac flowing through the
microwire generates a circular magnetic field HΦ . Such
ac field causes a circular magnetic flux change and gen-
erates a longitudinal electric field that, in turn, gives rise
to an induced voltage across the wire [3]. The basic idea
of the quasistatic model is that in a metal microwire with
circular magnetic permeability µΦ the ac current Iac is
essentially confined to a surface layer with thickness given
by the skin depth

δ =
√

ρ

πfµΦ
, (1)

where ρ is the dc resistivity and f — the frequency.
A well known solution for the skin effect in a cylindri-
cal conductor with radius a [4] gives

Z

Rdc
= ka

J0(ka)
J1(ka)

≈ S
1 + i

δ
, (2)

where Rdc is the dc resistance, J0 and J1 are the Bessel
functions and k = (1− i)/δ is the propagation constant.
In case of a strong skin effect (a À δ) formula (2) for
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the unit length of the conductor can be simplified (S is
the conductor cross-section area). The magnitude of the
MI effect depends on the frequency f , a ratio of material
properties µΦ/ρ and also on the thickness of the sample.

3. Results and discussion
The MI dependence is usually defined as a ratio

∆Z/Z = [|Z(H)| − |Z(Hmax)|]/|Z(Hmax)|, where |Z| is
the impedance modulus and Hmax is the maximum of
the static measuring field H, at which the sample is con-
sidered to be magnetically saturated. In our experiments
|Z| at the frequency f = 1 MHz is given by |Z| = Uac/Iac,
where Iac is the amplitude of harmonic current flowing
through the microwire and Uac is the total voltage am-
plitude between two fixed points of the microwire. The
saturation field was Hmax = 15 kA/m.

An amorphous glass-coated ferromagnetic microwire
with a metallic nuclei part diameter of 7 µm (a total
diameter of 9 µm) was prepared from alloy of the com-
position Co70.5Fe4.5Si15B10 by quenching and drawing
method [5]. The microwire exhibits vanishing but nega-
tive magnetostriction and the helical anisotropy induced
during its production (quenching and drawing) [6]. The
MI dependences, presented in Fig. 1, were measured at
frequency of 1 MHz with increasing ac current (circular
magnetic field) amplitude Iac from 0.1 to 10 mA (HΦ

from 4.4 to 440 A m−1). A gradual transition from
double-peak to single-peak shape of MI dependences was
recorded. The two symmetric peaks appear at axial field
strengths ±HK , where a torque of effective anisotropy
on magnetization is compensated by the dc field [4]. The
increasing amplitude Iac shifts the peak positions ±HK

closer to zero. The hysteretic behaviour of MI was ob-
served at low field strength −HK < H < HK . Formation
of one symmetric peak takes place from Iac ≥ 6.7 mA
(or HΦ ≥ 295 A m−1). The hysteresis, at low field
strength, exists also on the single-peak MI dependence
at Iac = 10 mA (or HΦ = 440 A m−1) and the jumps
in MI peak (Fig. 1) are observed at H = ±15 A/m. It
is evident that ac current with amplitude Iac = 10 mA
saturates the shell in the circular direction and in the
presence of dc axial field, the jumps between two states
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with helical direction of the magnetization occur during
the axial magnetization reversal [6].

Fig. 1. Transition from double-peak to single-peak
shape of MI dependences for different ac current (cir-
cular magnetic field) amplitude Iac.

Fig. 2. The asymmetric MI effect during magnetiza-
tion rotation measured at frequency of 1 MHz with ac
current (circular magnetic field) amplitude Iac of 0.1 mA
(HΦ = 4.4 A m−1) and applied dc bias current Idc

from 0 to 0.25 mA.

Considering cylindrical core-shell magnetic domain
structure in the microwire we assume that two dynamic
magnetization processes affecting MI effect in CoFeSiB
microwire take place at frequency of 1 MHz:

1. when circular magnetic field amplitude is small
(Iac < 1 mA or HΦ < 44 A m−1), although the cir-
cular domain walls in a shell of the microwire can move
reversibly within the potential wells, their displacement
at 1 MHz is very small and the rotation of magnetization
vector in the shell dominates, which results in a double-
-peak behaviour of MI with zero contribution at H = 0
and sharp maxima at H = ±HK [2, 4];

2. when circular magnetic field amplitude is high
enough (Iac > 6.7 mA or HΦ > 295 A m−1), the circular

domain walls in the shell become free and an irreversible
domain wall displacement occurs and the transition to a
single peak behaviour of MI is observed.

When the additional dc bias current Idc in the interval
from 0 to 0.25 mA with Iac = 0.1 mA was applied, the
asymmetric MI effect was observed (Fig. 2). The small
Idc = 0.03 mA slightly diverts the magnetization vector
from the easy direction given by helical anisotropy and
this results in the hysteresis in the left MI peak (Fig. 2).
The asymmetry becomes evident, when Idc ≥ Iac, i.e.,
the microwire is strongly asymmetrically magnetized in
one circular direction only. Consequently the hystere-
sis vanishes, the peak position ±HK increases and the
asymmetric MI magnitude decreases by about 40%.

4. Conclusions
The relatively small magnitude of the MI effect of

about 5–8% can be ascribed to the helical anisotropy
existing in the as-quenched CoFeSiB microwire. This
anisotropy manifests itself in hysteretic behaviour of MI
dependences at −HK < H < HK and in the jumps
observed in MI dependence at Iac = 10 mA (or HΦ =
440 A m−1). A very steep linear MI dependence crossing
H = 0 at amplitude Iac = 10 mA gives the possibility to
scan magnetic field of low strength, e.g. earth magnetic
field. Nevertheless a further thermal treatment of the mi-
crowire is required to transform the helical anisotropy to
circular one in order to achieve the higher magnitude of
MI [7]. Further manifestation of the helical anisotropy is
the asymmetric MI effect observed in CoFeSiB microwire,
especially when the microwire is strongly asymmetrically
magnetized in one circular direction only, Idc ≥ Iac.
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